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Abstract—How can we support software professionals who want to build human-adaptive sociotechnical systems? Building such systems requires skills some developers may lack, such as applying human-centric concepts to the software they develop and/or mentally modeling other people. Effective socio-technical methods exist to help, but most are manual and cognitively burdensome. In this paper, we investigate ways semi-automating a socio-technical method might help, using as our lens GenderMag, a method that requires people to mentally model people with genders different from their own. Toward this end, we created the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant, a semi-automated visual tool, and conducted a small field study and a 92-participant controlled study. Results of our investigation revealed ways the tool helped with cognitive load and ways it did not; unforeseen advantages of the tool in increasing participants’ engagement with the method; and a few unforeseen advantages of the manual approach as well.
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I. INTRODUCTION

How should software professionals go about building human-adaptive socio-technical systems? Because socio-technical systems are systems in which humans are intrinsic parts of the system, building such systems effectively requires (1) human-centric concepts, in part (2) to model human behavior—but some developers may not have these skills.

A spectrum of methods—which are themselves socio-technical—exist to help, by integrating (1) and (2) into the design and/or implementation phases of building such systems. Examples include Heuristic Evaluation [43], Cognitive Walkthroughs [37, 58, 60], personas [2, 25, 31], and GenderMag [12]. Teams of software professionals can work together using these socio-technical methods to evaluate socio-technical systems in the design and/or implementation phases of building such systems.

However, methods like these are cognitively heavy, requiring software developers to immerse themselves in perspectives of people different from themselves. This is especially cognitively difficult for modeling people very different from themselves—such as having a different gender, as is the case when using the GenderMag method [12, 30].

This raises the question of whether semi-automating such a method might ease developers’ cognitive burden. To investigate this question, we built a Chrome-based web extension for GenderMag called the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant. The tool semi-automates evaluating any prototype/mockup viewable in a Chrome browser: e.g., web-based apps (mobile or desktop), html mockups, etc.

To use the Recorder’s Assistant, a software team navigates via the browser to the app or mockup they want to evaluate, then starts the tool from the browser menu. The main sequence is to view a persona (Fig. 1(c)) and proceed through the scenario of their choice from the persona’s perspective, one action at a time. At each step, the tool’s “context-specific capture” captures screenshots about the action the team selects (Fig. 1(a)), and records the answers to questions about it (Fig. 1(b)). The tool saves this sequence of screenshots and questions/answers to form a gender-bias “bug report.”

Through these mechanisms, the Recorder’s Assistant aims to reduce the cognitive load for software professionals working with GenderMag in three ways: visually marking the user action that software professionals are currently considering (Fig. 1(a), box around the action “click on shift”); guiding the software professionals through the GenderMag questions, including a checklist of the persona’s facets to be considered (Fig. 1(b)); and keeping the software practitioners’ chosen persona visible and quickly accessible (Fig. 1(c)).
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But might a semi-automated tool like the Recorder’s Assistant do more harm than good? One potential problem might be disengagement. That is, only one member of the software team would actually navigate through the tool, the rest of their team might disengage and become distracted by other apps on their computers (e.g., email and messages). Another might be a decrease in accuracy, such as if the team starts checking off boxes (e.g., Fig. 1(b)) without thinking much about them, or becomes distracted by having to deal with the tool itself.

To investigate whether these issues would arise, we conducted two studies: a small field study at a technology company, and a mixed-methods laboratory study with 92 participants. The following research questions guided our investigation:

- **RQ-Cognitive**: What benefits and disadvantages can a tool like the Recorder’s Assistant bring to software teams’ cognitive load and recording accuracy?
- **RQ-Engagement**: Can such a tool manage to “do no harm” to software teams’ engagement?

## II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

### A. Background: The GenderMag Method

GenderMag [12] is a socio-technical method. Its “socio-technical” aspect is that a software team works together to use it. Its “technical” aspect is, of course, that what the team is using is for it to evaluate software. It integrates human-centric concepts and mentally modeling other people into the process of evaluating software as follows.

GenderMag’s foundations lie in research on how people’s individual problem-solving strategies sometimes cluster by gender. GenderMag focuses on five facets of problem-solving:

1. **Motivations**: More women than men are motivated to use technology for what it helps them accomplish, whereas more men than women are motivated by their interest in technology itself [3, 8, 10, 16, 27, 32, 36, 38, 56].
2. **Information processing styles**: Problem-solving with software often requires information gathering, and more women than men gather information comprehensively—gathering fairly complete information before proceeding—but more men than women use selective styles—following the first promising information, then backtracking if needed [14, 20, 41, 42, 49].
3. **Computer self-efficacy**: Women often have lower computer self-efficacy (confidence) than their peers, and this can affect their behavior with technology [3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 24, 29, 33, 38, 44, 46, 57].
4. **Risk aversion**: Women tend statistically to be more risk-averse than men [18, 23, 59], and risk aversion can impact users’ decisions as to which feature sets to use.
5. **Styles of Learning Technology**: Women are statistically more likely to prefer learning software features in process-oriented ways, and less likely than men to prefer learning new software features by playfully experimenting (“tinkering”) [5, 8, 15, 17, 32, 51]. Any of these differences in cognitive styles is at a disadvantage when not supported by the software.

GenderMag brings these facets to life with a set of four faceted personas—“Abby”, “Pat(ricia)”, “Pat(rick)” and “Tim” (Fig. 2). Each persona’s mission is to represent a subset of a system’s target users as they relate to these five facets.

GenderMag intertwines these personas with a specialized Cognitive Walkthrough (CW) [58, 60]. The CW is a long-standing inspection method for identifying usability issues for new users to a program or feature. In a GenderMag CW, evaluators answer a question about each subgoal one of the personas might have in a detailed use-case, and two CW questions about each action, using the persona’s five facets. Further, because GenderMag specializes in inclusiveness, a GenderMag CW inclusively collects answers from multiple team members. The questions are:

**Subgoal Q:** Will <persona> have formed this subgoal as a step to their overall goal? (Yes/no/maybe, why)

**Action Q1:** Will <persona> know what to do at this step? (Yes/no/maybe, why)

**Action Q2:** If <persona> does the right thing, will s/he know s/he did the right thing & is making progress toward their goal? (Yes/no/maybe, why)

The GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant tool aims to facilitate the recording of these answers.

### B. Background: Mentally Modeling People

The GenderMag method’s effectiveness rests on enabling software professionals to mentally model other people, a capability called “Theory of Mind.” Theory of Mind is cognitive perspective-taking: the innate human ability to reason and make inferences about another’s feelings, desires, intentions, and goals [47, 53]. Theory of Mind is similar to empathy—but empathy is emotional perspective-taking, whereas Theory of Mind is cognitive perspective-taking.

An example of Theory of Mind is someone (say, a software developer) building a model in their brain of another person (say, a user) who is different from themselves, and then “executing” that model in a new situation to predict how that person will behave. GenderMag’s personas are meant to facilitate developers’ Theory of Mind modeling of their users.

### C. Related Work

GenderMag as a method (unsupported by a tool) has had several evaluations. Marsden and Haag did an eye-tracking study on the GenderMag personas and found that people’s understanding and recollection of the facets were not significantly affected by the presence of the personas. Marsden and Haag found that people were able to answer questions about the personas accurately and that they were able to recall the personas’ characteristics.
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**Abby Jones**

- **26 years old**
- **Employed as an Accountant**
- **Lives in Castred, Maine**

**Background and skills**

- Abby works on an accountant. She is comfortable with the technologies she uses regularly, but she just now learned to use an employer 1 year ago, and her software systems are new to her.

**Motivations and Attitude toward Risk**

- Abby likes detail. It is a lot of work, but she has been an accountant for many years.
- She likes the details, and is always eager to learn new software systems.

**How Abby Works with Information and Learns**

- **Information Processing Style**: Abby tends towards a “numbers person”, but she has other interests, too. She enjoys working with numbers and spreadsheets.
- **Risk**: Abby’s life is a little complicated and she rarely has spare time. So is she risk averse about using unfamiliar technologies that might need her to spend extra time on them, even if the new features might be relevant. She instead performs tasks using familiar features, because they’re more predictable about what she will get from them and how much time they will take.

**How Abby learns new Systems**

- **Attention to Instructions**: Abby is one of the most attentive people, so she pays attention to all instructions. She reads all the instructions before trying to solve it, instead of acting upon the first option that seems promising, she prefers to use methods she is familiar with.

**How Abby uses Technology**

- **Information processing style**: Abby tends towards a “numbers person”, but she has other interests, too. She enjoys working with numbers and spreadsheets.
- **Risk**: Abby’s life is a little complicated and she rarely has spare time. So is she risk averse about using unfamiliar technologies that might need her to spend extra time on them, even if the new features might be relevant. She instead performs tasks using familiar features, because they’re more predictable about what she will get from them and how much time they will take.

**Learning by Practice. By Tinkering.** Abby learns new technology. Abby first learns new technology by doing hands-on work, and then by using it more frequently. Abby has a strong preference for solving puzzles and learning new technologies. Abby is very comfortable with technology, and she thrives on learning new things.
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**Fig. 2.** Abby is a “multi-persona”, meaning that she has multiple appearances and demographic portions of her are customizable [31]. One of the facets is blown up for legibility.
by the persona’s picture (a favorable finding for these personas), but that people’s perceptions of the persona’s competence were affected by the picture (an unfavorable finding for these personas) [39]. A follow-up study investigated ways to mitigate this phenomenon, and found that “multi-personas”—in which a single persona shows pictures of different people the persona can represent—helped discourage gender stereotyping [31].

Evaluations of GenderMag’s validity and effectiveness have produced strong results. In a lab study, professional UX researchers were able to successfully apply GenderMag, and over 90% of the issues it revealed were validated by other empirical results or field observations, with 81% aligned with gender distributions of those data [12]. In a field study using GenderMag in 2-to-3-hour sessions at several industrial sites [11, 30], software teams analyzed their own software, and found gender-inclusiveness issues in 25% of the features they evaluated. GenderMag has also been used to evaluate a Digital Library interface [21] and a learning management system [55], uncovering significant usability issues in both. In Open Source Software (OSS) settings, OSS professionals used GenderMag to evaluate OSS tools and infrastructure and found gender-inclusiveness issues in 32% of the use-case steps they considered [40]. Finally, in a longitudinal study at Microsoft, variants of GenderMag were used to improve at least 12 teams’ products [9].

There is also related work on problems and/or tools on related methods, such as personas and cognitive walkthroughs. Personas were created and developed by Cooper as a way to channel, clarify, and understand a user’s goals and needs [19]. Among the benefits claimed from using personas are inducing empathy towards users [2] and facilitating communication about design choices [48]. However, personas are not uncontroversial. Most pertinent to this paper is the issue of personas being ignored. For example, Friess reported that personas were referenced only 2% of the time in conversations regarding product decisions [25]. Friess also found that, even when evaluators used personas alongside CWs as focal points [25, 35], the personas were used only 10% of the time [25]. Thus, in this paper we measure engagement with the personas for both the tool and the paper method.

Regarding problems and tools for the other component of GenderMag, a specialized CW, Mahatody et al.’s [37] comprehensive literature survey of cognitive walkthroughs describes many CW variations, some of which focus on reducing problems with the classic CW [26, 54, 58] such as by reducing the time it requires. Niels et al. recommended that a tool for CWs might address issues like these by guiding the analyst through each CW step, in order to avoid missing steps and to more accurately record results, and to integrate a CW tool into a prototyping tool [34]. (The GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant tool follows these recommendations.)

There is only a little work on creating such CW tools, but early in the lifetime of CWs, Riemann et al. created a tool with similar goals as the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant, in that it records the results of a human-run CW [50]. Their study found that analysts’ predictions using the tool were accurate. However, their tool was based on an older, much more complex version of the CW, and was a stand-alone recorder, whereas the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant is integrated with the prototype being evaluated. Most pertinent to this paper, use of their tool was not compared to using a manual/paper version of the CW.

At the other end of the automation spectrum, a few researchers have created tools to automatically perform subsets of the cognitive walkthrough (e.g., [6, 7, 22]). Tools like these are different from the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant in that they handle only subsets of CWs, and are intended to replace humans in using such methods, whereas our investigation considers how to support humans using such methods. None of these works evaluates how using a tool impacts evaluators’ effectiveness when software teams use a socio-technical method like GenderMag. That is the gap this paper aims to help fill.

III. STUDY #1: INITIAL FIELD STUDY

We began with a small field study to gain a real-world perspective. Two professional software developers at a West-Coast technology company, one man and one woman, conducted a GenderMag evaluation of one of their company’s mobile printing apps (Fig. 3(left)) using the Recorder’s Assistant tool. There are three roles in the process: facilitator (runs the walkthrough), recorder (records the results), and evaluator (answers the questions). One of the developers acted as both the facilitator and recorder, and both developers served as evaluators. We observed and video-recorded the session, which lasted about two hours. Both of the developers had prior experience using the (paper-based) GenderMag method.

Study #1 revealed evidence both against and for the tool reducing cognitive load. On the negative side, the tool sometimes distracted the participants from their evaluation task, essentially stealing cognitive cycles to think about the tool instead of the task when subtleties arose. For example:

West 1 (minute 1:28): “ok, perform it… Ummmm, ok, what happened?”
Researcher: “is it not letting you…oh here, hover over that…” Discover duplicated screen shot had been entered, but it looks exactly the same, so looks like tool didn’t respond.

Even so, the team’s overall opinion was positive about the

---

Fig. 3: (Left): A partial screenshot from the field study’s mobile printing app; the red rectangle is around the “Skip” actions the participants are currently evaluating. (Right): One project a participant team brought to the controlled study was an “executable” mock-up of an augmented-reality bookstore navigator. Another was Fig. 1’s mobile scheduling app.
tool’s cognitive benefits. As Participant West1 put it:

West1 (minute 1:48, during debrief, in response to how it compared to paper): “...Way easier. This is way better than the paper version. ... It keeps you focused.”

For RQ-Engagement, the session also revealed both positive and negative effects. Participant West1 was always engaged—with his/her screen being projected s/he had little choice—but West2 occasionally disengaged from the task, catching up on email instead. Still, the brightly projected image captured both participants’ gaze most of the time. More critically, perhaps because it included Abby pictures (as in Fig. 1), their evaluations consistently showed an Abby perspective. For example:

West1 (minute 33): “All indicators encourage the risk-averse user to push the activate button: skip is gray, and the text below ...<feature> is probably where we’re losing half our <target users>.”

Their faithfulness to an Abby perspective paid off in the kinds of insights Theory-of-Mind methods aim for, such as:

West1 (minute 37): “This <feature> is probably where we’re losing half our <target users>.”

Interestingly, when the participants needed to think more deeply about Abby, sometimes they chose to study the paper version of Abby rather than the version the tool was displaying on the projector—even though the displayed version had explicit links (Fig. 1(c)) to the full details.

West1 (minutes 19-20): “Motivation? Information Processing style?” Both turn to the paper description and start studying it. West1 reads aloud: “she prefers to use methods she is already familiar and comfortable with...” West1 turns back to screen and marks the facet. West2 (studies paper further): “Maybe information processing style.” They both start reading aloud from the paper...

West1 (minute 36, looking at screen): “But Abby would read this, right?” Goes back to studying the paper.

West2: (minute 39): “Even though I’ve done GenderMag a couple of times, I still have to look at the paper.”

West1: (minute 1:42, during debrief, when asked why referred to the paper persona): “I liked the ones up on the screen because they’re very succinct... but sometimes I had to go back here <to the paper> because I thought there was something more, some detail that I wanted to consider.”

These initial results, which are summarized in Table I, suggested the need for a more in-depth investigation, so we then conducted a controlled, mixed-methods laboratory study.

### IV. Controlled Study Methodology

Study #2 used a between-subjects Tool vs. Paper design. We conducted it in two settings at a U.S. university: one setting primarily to collect quantitative data (classroom setting) and the other primarily to collect qualitative data (videorecorded in a lab). In both settings, teams of 2-4 participants performed GenderMag evaluations on their own software.

#### A. Participants (both settings)

The 92 participants were junior and senior students recruited from two computer science courses. These courses enabled a controlled investigation with enough suitable teams for statistical power because: (1) the courses provided a reasonably large pool of software creators already on software teams of similar sizes. (2) These teams were in the process of creating software they cared about for their grades in these courses. (3) Their software was at a stage suitable for a GenderMag evaluation: mature enough to evaluate but early enough that changes could still be made inexpensively.

All students enrolled in the two courses performed the GenderMag evaluations as part of their coursework, but only teams who opted in are part of the reported study. That is, if a team opted into the study, their session outputs became part of our data; otherwise their outputs were used only for the class. Although a few participants had seen or used GenderMag before, their teams did not show any advantage from this: their teams’ measures fell near the average (two slightly above, and two slightly below). Participant demographics are shown in Table II.

#### B. Procedures (both settings)

After the teams were randomly assigned to a treatment, they opted in or not as desired. As Table II shows, this process resulted in about half the participating teams performing their evaluations using the tool, and the rest using the paper materials from the GenderMag kit [13]. As in the field study, participant teams had a real stake in doing these evaluations, because they used the GenderMag method to find problems with their own software projects (e.g., Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 3 (right)), which they were developing over the course of the term.

To control variability, we pre-selected which persona—Abby—all teams would use. (If a team wanted to evaluate the software using a second persona, they could do so outside of the study session.) A few days before the sessions, we introduced...

### TABLE I: Strength and Weakness Events Observed in the Initial Field Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ-Cognitive</th>
<th>RQ-Engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tool strengths</strong></td>
<td><strong>Tool weaknesses</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool &quot;way easier.&quot;</td>
<td>Tool sometimes taxed cognition: e.g., &quot;ok, what happened?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recorder fully engaged: Tool &quot;keeps you focused.&quot;</td>
<td>Non-recorder had laptop open, used it to multi-task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants turned to Abby-on-paper, attended less to Abby-in-tool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II: Participating Teams, With 2-5 Participants Per Team, By Setting (Columns) and By Treatment (Rows; Dark Rows Are TOOLS, Light Are PAPER). Totals: 41 Tool Participants, 51 Paper Participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Classroom</th>
<th>Video lab</th>
<th>Treatment Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of teams</td>
<td>10 teams</td>
<td>2 teams</td>
<td>12 teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11 teams</td>
<td>3 teams</td>
<td>14 teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>31 men</td>
<td>2 men</td>
<td>33 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31 men</td>
<td>7 men</td>
<td>38 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>4 women</td>
<td>2 women</td>
<td>6 women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9 women</td>
<td>2 women</td>
<td>11 women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Declined to state</td>
<td>0 people</td>
<td>2 people</td>
<td>2 people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 people</td>
<td>1 people</td>
<td>2 people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had seen GenderMag before</td>
<td>4 people</td>
<td>0 people</td>
<td>4 people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 people</td>
<td>0 people</td>
<td>1 people</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
all teams to the Abby persona, and then told them to customize three fields of Abby—her age, place of residence, and occupation—to fit their own software project’s target demographics. For example, GenderMag’s prepackaged Abby is a 28-year-old accountant who lives in Wales, but among the teams’ customizations were Abby as a 16-year-old Oregon high school student and as a 40-year-old Baltimore car mechanic.

We began with a brief tutorial on the GenderMag method. In the Tool treatment, we also helped participants set up the tool on their team’s laptop, and briefly instructed them in how to operate the tool. The teams then performed their GenderMag evaluations, in which they used their customized Abby to walk through a use case they chose in their own software project. At each step, they answered the questions on the CW form (see the Background section) about whether and why Abby would act upon the “right” feature in the way they, the software’s designers, had intended with their design. Finally, each participant filled out a NASA Task Load Index (TLX) questionnaire to report their impressions of cognitive load [28].

C. Treatments (Classroom): GenderMag via Tool vs. Paper

The classroom setting was two large classrooms (one room per treatment), each with multiple teams of 2-4 participants. The Tool teams walked through their use cases with their software prototypes embedded in the tool as in Fig. 1(a), and answered the questions as in Fig. 1(b). The Paper teams did the same things but without a tool: their prototypes were running on their laptops or on paper storyboards, but their CW questions were printed on paper with no limitations on what they could enter (e.g., no checkboxes) and unlimited space. In the Tool treatment, resources (forms, personas, etc.) were primarily computer-based, whereas in the Paper treatment, resources were primarily on paper. However, because some people prefer reading paper over screen and some prefer typing over writing, both treatments were allowed to add on use of paper or the computer for reading or writing. For example, some Tool teams turned to paper-based Abby, and some Paper teams typed their CW answers on their laptops using word processing.

D. Treatments (Lab): GenderMag via Tool vs. Paper

Participants in the lab setting followed the same procedures as in the classroom setting, but with their evaluations conducted one team at a time in a lab and videorecorded.

E. Data analysis (both settings)

We combined the settings for analysis. Qualitative data came primarily from the videorecorded setting’s sessions. We transcribed the videos of each session, segmenting the resulting transcripts by conversational turn. We then qualitatively coded each conversational turn for the presence of the number of persona mentions within a conversational turn, any mentions of the persona’s problem-solving facets (e.g., motivations, information processing style, etc.), and the presence of cognitive issues.

To measure how often participants explicitly referred to Abby, we coded each time a participant said “Abby”, “she”, or “her”. To be conservative, we did not count instances of the participant simply reading the CW form questions aloud (“Would Abby have formed this subgoal as a step to her overall goal?”).

We coded instances of facet engagement and of particular cognitive issues using prior works’ GenderMag code sets for facets and cognitive issues [11, 30] (see the relevant results section for code set details). Two researchers independently coded 20% of the transcripts’ conversational turns using these code sets and obtained 99% agreement (Jaccard index). The two researchers then split up the rest of the coding.

We also coded both settings’ written CW forms for persona mentions and facet mentions using the same code sets as above. We segmented these forms by CW step (i.e., each new CW question started a new segment). Two researchers independently coded 20% of the data and reached 93% agreement (Jaccard index). The two researchers then split up the rest of the coding.

In total, we qualitatively coded 1681 conversational turns from the videorecorded setting and 392 CW form segments from both the videorecorded and classroom settings.

V. RESULTS: CONTROLLED STUDY

A. Results: Controlled Study

1) Participants’ perceptions of cognitive load

To measure the 92 participants’ perceptions of cognitive load, we used the NASA Task Load Index (TLX) questionnaire [28]. The TLX is a validated questionnaire with six questions, each answered on a scale from 1-21. Four of these questions measure perceived cognitive costs: how hard participants felt they had to work, how rushed the pace of the task was, how stressed they felt during the task’s completion, and how high they felt the mental demand to be. The fifth question measures how successful they felt, and the sixth is on physical exertion.

The results of the participants’ TLX responses were an interesting mix. As Fig. 4 shows, Tool participants felt that they had to work less hard (ANOVA, F(1,90)=6.14, p=.0150)—but also felt more stressed (ANOVA, F(1,90)=6.4, p=.0129). There were no differences between the two treatments in their perception of physical exertion, the amount of mental demand, or how rushed they felt, but Tool participants felt that they were less successful (ANOVA, F(1,90)=4.2, p=.0445).

The Tool participants’ perception of working less hard is consistent with the Study #1 comment by participant West1, whose comparison of the tool with their prior experience with

Fig. 4: TLX scores (out of 21). (Left bottom) Tool participants (N=41) felt the work was not as hard (down=Harder) as Paper participants did (N=51), but felt more “insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed, annoyed” than Paper participants (down=more Stress). (Left top) Tool participants felt less successful than Paper participants (shown as TLX complement, so Up=more success). (Right) Tool participants (N=11) did not work as hard as Paper recorders (N=12), but were much more stressed.
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the paper version concluded that the tool was “way easier.” Our interpretation is that the Tool participants’ perception of working less hard was due to the tool keeping them on track when stepping through their prototypes, and also ensuring that their CW answers were tied to the actions they intended those answers for.

The fact that the Tool participants at the same time felt more stressed is also consistent with Study #1 data. Sometimes the tool behaved in ways that participants did not understand or had to be restarted, and this seems likely to have added stress. For example, one participant became confused by the tool’s large collection of prototype screen shots:

Tool2-P1: And after that, oh my god … I think there’s too many screens.

Stress was particularly high for the Tool teams’ recorders. Tool recorders had a median stress measure of 12, compared to only 5.5 for the Paper recorders. Ultimately, the cognitive cost of the stresses Tool participants reported may have played a part in their perceived lack of success, consistent with Schneider et al.’s findings that cognitive load interferes with Theory-of-Mind effectiveness [53].

2) Actual Recording Accuracy

However, Paper participants’ perceptions of their own success were overly optimistic, or perhaps they simply discounted the importance of recording accuracy. We analyzed the verbalizations in the videorecordings for two types of recording errors: a team discussing a facet and deciding upon it verbally but the recorder omitting it, or the recorder including a facet that the team had not mentioned. The results showed that recording accuracy in both treatments was a bit problematic—but the video-recorded Tool teams recorded their facets more accurately than any of the Paper teams did, with Tool teams averaging 65% accuracy vs. Paper teams averaging only 35% accuracy.

3) Two Cognitive Issues: “Where are we?” & Detours

Prior work has reported accuracy issues in the GenderMag context to be disproportionately tied to two particular cognitive issues: “Where are we?” (participants losing track of which action with the prototype they are evaluating), and detours (participants digressing from the evaluation, such as getting sidetracked by talking about potential new features for their application) [30]. Thus, following the same procedures as this work, we investigated how often “where are we?” and detours arose for the teams in our study.

The “where are we?” problems reported in the prior work rarely occurred, with only 6 instances in total out of a total of 1681 conversational turns, perhaps because the teams were smaller than those experiencing “where are we?” problems in prior work [30]. However, detours were problematic, with a total of 49 instances spanning over 12% of their conversational turns.

The detours were particularly problematic for Paper teams. As Table IV shows, the videorecorded Tool teams experienced fewer detours than Paper teams—especially lengthy detours. (Since “long” is a matter of judgment, we tried different threshold values, but they reveal similar patterns. Shown are the 5-turn and 10-turn thresholds.) Overall, the greater the number and/or length of detours, the more pervasive the inaccuracy problems. Note in Table IV’s right three columns that, when Tool teams got sidetracked into detours, those teams recovered more quickly and got back on track, consistent with field study participant West1’s comment that the tool “keeps you focused”.

Table V summarizes the results of the Accuracy and Cognitive Issues subsections. Together with the summary of participants’ perceptions of cognitive load (Table III), these results point out that (1) Theory-of-Mind modeling is hard work, and that (2) each of the Tool and the Paper approach have their own strengths in lightening the load.

B. Results: RQ-Engagement

1) Persona Engagement By the Numbers

GenderMag requires real engagement for participants to mentally build and then mentally “execute” models of people not necessarily like them. Thus, to measure engagement, we compared participants’ explicit engagement with Abby (saying/writing “she”, “Abby”, etc.) in three ways: on teams’ written forms, in their verbalizations, and against prior literature.

By all three measures, as Table VI and Fig. 5 (left) summarize, the teams were very engaged with the persona. This was
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true in both treatments: there was no significant difference between the Tool vs. Paper treatment, and both treatments’ team engagement with Abby was comparable to prior literature.

However, one surprising similarity in Tool and Paper teams’ engagement with Abby was where they looked when they wanted to remind themselves of Abby’s attributes. Consistent with the Study #1 results, Tool participants often referred back to paper versions of Abby. For example:

Tool2-P2: (reads from paper) “Abby uses technology to accomplish her tasks, she learns new technologies when she needs to but prefers to use technology she’s already comfortable with.” (stops reading): “So yeah. Motivation….”

Tool1-P1: “Um,” (reads from paper) “…gathers information to try to form a complete understanding.” (stops reading). “Probably none of the above.”

An arguably “ideal” level of engagement in a CW-based method like GenderMag would be for a team to refer to Abby at every step in their CW analysis. Remarkably, both the Tool and the Paper teams neared that ideal, referring to Abby in almost every single segment: in 94% and 97% of the CW steps, respectively (Table VI, bottom section).

2) Facet Engagement By the Numbers

Recall from Section II that the core of this method lies in its problem-solving facets. Thus, to measure engagement with these facets, we coded each of the teams’ written CW forms for mentions of each of the five facets. (Duplicate mentions of the same facet were not counted.) As Fig. 5 (right) shows, the Tool teams mentioned significantly more facets per response than Paper teams did (Fisher’s exact test, p = .0048, n = 26).

3) Depth of Engagement

But did the Tool teams mark off checkboxes just because they were there, without really deciding on them? (Indeed, in a pilot of the field study on an earlier version of the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant that did not list “none of the above” as a checkbox option, participants did sometimes mark facets that they never discussed verbally or in writing.) To look for evidence of “brainful” engagement or lack thereof, we measured whether, for each facet they checked off, the videotaped teams gave other evidence of commitment to it via either a mention in their free-form response areas or a verbalization on the videorecordings. This measure showed engagement in 80-87% of the facets they marked.

An alternative lens on depth of engagement lies in what the teams actually said to one another about Abby. Some participants referred to Abby at a very surface level, with no information content about Abby. For example, in the quote below, the information content is not about Abby herself, but rather about the choices available:

Paper2-P2: “I’d say she will know what to do at this step because there’s only 3 choices, ‘yes’, ‘no’, or ‘cancel’. …”

In contrast, some participants gave real attention to how Abby worked through the ways her facets led to her choices:

Tool2-P2: “And then I would also say willingness to tinker. Because she’s not going to be willing to tinker with the screen to find out if it’s the right screen or not.”

To get a sense for teams’ depth of engagement with Abby, we analyzed the videorecorded teams’ verbalizations with explicit content about both Abby and her facets in a single conversational turn, like the one above. As Fig. 6 shows, the Tool teams showed much more evidence (via Abby-information content) of

---

**Table VI: Engagement: Both Tool and Paper Teams Mentioned Abby at Rates Comparable to Prior GenderMag Results, and Better than the Best Prior Non-GenderMag Persona Results We Have Been Able to Locate. Prior Results are Shaded. Tool vs. Paper Results Were Not Significantly Different.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Explicitly mentioned persona (Abby)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prior field work on personas [25]</td>
<td>verbally in 10% of conversational turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior GenderMag field study (using paper) [30]</td>
<td>verbally in 23% of conversational turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior GenderMag lab study (using paper) [31]</td>
<td>verbally in 34% of conversational turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool teams</td>
<td>verbally in 24% of conversational turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper teams</td>
<td>verbally 28% of conversational turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior GenderMag field study (using paper) [30]</td>
<td>verbally while discussing 79% of the CW steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool teams</td>
<td>written on 49% of CW steps, and verbally in 94% of CW steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper teams</td>
<td>written on 62% of CW steps, and verbally in 97% of CW steps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
engagement depth with Abby than the Paper teams did.

Given that the Paper teams’ engagement was as strong as the strongest prior work we have been able to find on persona engagement, we expected a “ceiling” effect; i.e., we did not see room for much more engagement. However, the Tool teams surprised us. As Table VII summarizes, Paper teams were strong with engagement, but Tool teams were stronger.

VI. DISCUSSION

Our results show that whether to “tool up” a sociotechnical Theory-of-Mind method like GenderMag is not a simple question. As Fig. 7 summarizes, our results revealed a checkboard of complementary strengths in Paper vs. Tool.

A. Are the strengths transferable...?

Some of the strengths in supporting our participants may be due in part to the way each was presented (i.e., not inherent to tools or paper), and this suggests that tools or paper could obtain some of the strengths demonstrated by the other. As an example of tool-to-pape transferability, the tool’s checkboxes seemed to remind participants of the facets. This could be implemented in the paper version by adding the same checkboxes to the paper form. An example of paper-to-tool transferability is that paper Abby made all of Abby’s details readily available; this could be accomplished by adding a second display screen to a tool’s setup, so that Abby’s complete details could always be displayed.

B. ...or Inherent?

However, there are some strengths that may be inherent to what tool support vs. paper support can bring to a sociotechnical Theory-of-Mind method. For example, paper as a medium (1) brings less cognitive load, and cognitive load works against Theory-of-Mind [53]. Also, (2) the paper medium is tied to enhanced comprehension of written material [1], which is needed for empathy and engagement with personas like Abby, whose existence is solely in the form of a written description. This may explain why Tool teams so often turned to “paper Abby.”

The Tool condition also brought key advantages to our participants that seem tied to the medium—e.g., the continually updated screen display. Recall that the Tool teams (with access to paper Abby) had greater depth of engagement with Abby than Paper teams did (also with access to paper Abby). We are again reminded of field study participant West1’s observation that the tool “keeps you focused.” The tool enabled a coordinated display of what exact action in the prototype was being evaluated involving what widget/feedback, and what had been said about it. This may help explain the Tool participants’ rapid recovery from detours (recall Table IV).

C. Social aspects

The social aspects of the tool seemed to help our participants with recording accuracy. GenderMag sessions occur in group settings (e.g., a conference room). In the paper-based method, one team member usually projects the prototype, and the rest of the team discusses the action they see playing out on the projector while the recorder somehow captures the discussion (using paper or word-processing on another computer). However, in the tool-based setting, the prototype step and CW questions are integrated on the projection screen, so the entire team can see what is being recorded for what action at the same time. This transparency may have been another reason for the Tool teams’ better accuracy: if others are watching, a recorder may be more vigilant in capturing what they say, and other team members will have more opportunity to catch recording errors right away.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The complementary strengths of each medium suggests that the best ways to support developers’ use of a method like GenderMag lie in strategic partnerships of tooling and paper.

The first category of strengths in Fig. 7, cognitive load, seems challenging to resolve because of the interdependencies among how stress (Paper was better), perceived ease of use (Tool was better), and feelings of success (Paper was better) interact with one another and with cognitive absorption/focus, engagement, and Theory-of-Mind processing [45, 52, 53]. How to go about resolving this tension is an open question.

The second and third categories yield more obvious possibilities. Accuracy needed work in both conditions (so no “good” choice here), but one commonality was a single recorder capturing everyone’s ideas in real time. Perhaps distributing the recording to all team members and then sharing/combining what they wrote would improve accuracy on either medium. Engagement, on the other hand, was good in both conditions (no “bad” choice here). Still, the tool was better; perhaps the paper medium’s facet engagement might be further improved by adding facet checkboxes to the paper forms, as mentioned earlier.

The fourth category, Personas, yields a clear choice. The participants’ preferences, their ability to deeply engage with Abby, comprehend written material [1], and to learn and think about her facets [45], all point to paper personas.

Thus, the key is to find the right combinations of tools and paper to best support a sociotechnical Theory-of-Mind method like GenderMag, to enable software teams to create more human-centric, adaptable, and usable software for everyone.

The GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant is an Open Source project, and we welcome contributions. To download it or contribute to it, go to http://gendermag.org.
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